COMMITTEE TO SELECT REPLACEMENT
Vice Chancellor Haferbecker Resigning

by Keith Otis
Dr. Gordon Haferbecker, Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs and Professor of Economics at UWSP, is planning on retiring from his post. Haferbecker will be 62 years old next summer and is in his eighteenth year of administration at this university.

Haferbecker is the chief of the faculty personnel office which handles such things as salaries, hiring, promotion and retention of faculty. He is a member of the Faculty Affairs Committee and regularly attends meetings of the Academic Affairs Committee. He is also a member of the Administrative Council which makes policy recommendations. Aside from these duties, he meets with the deans every other week and represents the Chancellor on the Faculty Senate when the discrimination concerning the faculty personnel office teaching courses in the areas of labor problems, social insurance, and family finance. As Haferbecker said, "I enjoy teaching and have taught all but two semesters I've been here."

Haferbecker went on to say, "I plan on teaching 70 percent of my time and the other 30 percent I am assigned as Affirmative Action Officer for Minorities." This title is included in his present job and involves eliminating discrimination concerning minority employees at this university.

As an auxiliary function of the chief academic office, Haferbecker acts as Chancellor when Dreyfus is not available. It was in this situation that he took over as acting president from January to October in 1967, when Mr. Albertson was killed in Vietnam while on a tour. He released his position with the arrival of the current Chancellor Dreyfus on October 1, 1967.

In order to find a successor for Haferbecker's position, a Search and Screen Committee is being appointed. No one on the committee may be nominated for the position of Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs.

The committee will consist of from seven to nine members nominated by various campus sources and picked by the Chancellor. The Search and Screen Committee will then organize in November and advertise the position vacancy on and off campus. They will set up a deadline for applications which will probably be in March. Haferbecker anticipates that over 100 candidates will be nominated for this position. (A candidate may nominate himself.)

Out of these applicants, the Search and Screen Committee will nominate a pool of from three to five candidates and present this list to the Chancellor for his final choice.

No guess can be made as yet as to who will be incumbent for the position. However, as Haferbecker's office will be in Old Main he assumes that he will be "called on for advice sometimes."

DNR Charged By Bablitch

MADISON-Senator William Bablitch (D-Stevens Point) charged the Department of Natural Resources (DNR) with delayed enforcement of pollution abatement.

Bablitch charged the DNR with failing to take action against an illegal solid waste site operated by the Ocean Spray Cranberry Company at Babcock. Bablitch issued a statement saying that the DNR ordered Ocean Spray to abandon the site on October 3, 1972, and took no action for over a year after Ocean Spray failed to comply.

House must act first in impeachment

The House of Representatives can enact an impeachment resolution by a simple majority. The Senate's verdict after trial requires agreement of two-thirds of the senators.

The only way to initiate impeachment of a president, the Senate to act as a jury and the chief justice of the Supreme Court to serve as presiding officer.

Article II of the Constitution states: "The president, the vice president and all other civil officers of the United States shall be removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery or other high crimes and misdemeanors."

Conviction means removal from office and disqualification from future offices. Any subsequent penalties are assessed under the normal judicial process of indictment and trial.

The only impeachment action brought against a president, Andrew Johnson in 1868, fell one vote short of approval in the Senate.

CONGRESS CONSIDERING IMPEACHMENT
Nixon bows to court pressure

WASHINGTON - President Nixon agreed Tuesday to comply in full with the U.S. Court of Appeals ruling directing him to give the White House tapes to a federal judge.

Nixon's announcement was made to U.S. District Court Judge John Sirica by Charles Alan Wright, lawyer for the President.

The announcement shocked spectators in the packed courtroom. They had been waiting to hear how Sirica would respond to the President's proposal to summarize the tapes and have his summary verified by a senior member of the Senate.

Wright told Sirica that the President had hoped that the compromise he announced Friday night would end the constitutional crisis.

"Events over the weekend made it very apparent it did not," said Wright.

The announcement came as the House began preliminary impeachment proceedings. House Speaker Carl Albert sent the Judiciary Committee all impeachment resolutions. The committee's chairman, Rep. Peter W. Rodino Jr. (D-N.J.), said, "Events of the past few days leave us with little choice at this time but to move ahead with preparation for impeachment proceedings."

Albert cautioned against any hasty or reckless action. Rodino described his committee's task as being "the preliminary stage to determine whether or not there is evidence to establish an impeachable offense."
A Shadow Over The Balance Of Justice

by Bob Kerksieck

For the first time in over one hundred years, the House has begun preliminary investigation into whether the President should be impeached.

Last weekend, Nixon fired the special prosecutor he had hired to investigate Watergate. There was only one immediately discernable reason for the firing. The special prosecutor was doing exactly what he was supposed to do, only too well. Nixon’s own attorney general resigned in apparent disgust over the matter.

The action this weekend changed the minds of many who had previously supported the President. Those who had decided that the President must be impeached became more resolute in that decision.

Now, Nixon has agreed to hand over the tapes. Yet the special prosecutor was fired for asking Nixon to hand over the tapes. That turnaround by Nixon has done little to stem disapproval.

Nixon may feel he had every constitutional reason to fire the prosecutor. He also may not have had anything to do with any illegal activities. But even if Nixon should be vindicated, he must answer for the disrespect he has shown for the constitution and for the people of this country.

Nixon’s claims of overall executive privilege have proven an insult to the legislative and judicial branches from which he was trying to usurp power. Now Nixon’s claims have backfired. He may prove to be guilty of a number of criminal actions. Most of the nation distrusts and dislikes him.

The only alternative I see is to impeach Nixon, and rid our nation of this constant shadow which threatens the balance of justice.

By Bob Kerksieck

Essential Wisdom From The Okefenokee Swamp

by Dave Gneiser

Cartoonist Walt Kelly died one week ago. In his cartoon strip, Pogo, Kelly often satirized the political happenings of the day. One of the more powerful statements to come out of Pogo was, “We have met the enemy and he is us.”

Man has proved that he is his own worst enemy. All the forces of nature have not harmed man as much as he has hurt himself.

Man fouls his own nest. He spends countless hours and monies to perfect methods of killing other men. Other men perfect their methods of killing him.

Only with the advent of the atomic bomb, did man begin to realize the threat he posed to his own existence. Slowly things have begun to change. Now we have been forced to take a serious look at those who have lied to us. We no longer tolerate the corrupt politician who leads us into war and is bought by corporations.

There is still not enough being done about cleaning up the political system. Some people think that pollution abatement and environmental standards can be postponed. There are those who want to forget about Watergate and Agnew. If we do, soon afterward we will join the ancestors of Pogo on the bottom of the Okefenokee Swamp.

The Student Norman

Universities across the nation are suffering the effects of declining enrollment.

One of the measures they are taking to boost enrollment is the recruitment of high school students. What the universities don’t realize is that recruitment will soon lead them into problems.

In 1980, recruitment has failed to bring the universities an all-volunteer student body. Strong opposition to the induction of young people into college has caused riots and demonstrations.

A group of demonstrators has surrounded the Admissions Office shouting, “Hell no, we won’t go!”

A newsman from station WSKI approaches the leader of the group. “Excuse me, could you tell our listeners why you oppose being drafted into college?”

“We believe that no one should be forced to go to college. Draftees are being forced to live in dormitories under the command of an R.A. They are deprived of their individuality and stripped of their privacy. They have no choice to eat anything but lousy college chow. That’s just basic training. Now I ask you, is that any way to treat a human being?”

“What happens after basic training?”

“Aftrigorous training in many required Phy. Ed. courses, the draftees are sent to the front lines. In the combat zone they are bombed with tests and strafed by questions from professors,” the demonstrator says as he burns a college catalog.

“Is it true that many atrocities are committed on the front?”

“Perhaps the worst atrocity happens when a professor lobes a blue book right in front of the draftee. The poor kid is forgotten by the draftee, but it’s difficult to get. Besides, in many ways the army is just as bad as college.”

The demonstrator curses as he folds, spindles, bends and mutilates his permit to register.

“Well, thank you very much for granting us this interview. Is there anything else you would like to tell our listeners?”

“Well, college is hell!”

by Taurus S.

Are we being respected?

by Bob Kerksieck

Last spring our elected representatives in Madison gave themselves a pay increase which will make them among the highest paid state officials in the nation. That increase was passed as part of the budget for the next two years.

The legislators agreed unanimously that amending the bill at that time might have provoked problems, but they would certainly cut the increase this fall.

Now it seems that many of those same legislators have conveniently forgotten their promises; or, in some cases, are working to keep the increases.

All of them have not forgotten their promises. Two bills have been introduced to cut those raises. However, those bills have been killed by the Joint Finance Committee. That committee decided to reject both bills by votes of 8-6. In both cases, all the Democrats on the committee voted to reject the raises, and all the Republicans on the committee voted to cut the raises.

Perhaps they deserve those pay increases. If that is the case, they should have openly supported it last spring, and given reasons for their support. But what I resent, is the assumption, seemingly made by a number of our duly elected representatives, that taxpayers are so ad-libbedrawn they will forget a promise in a short period of time.
from the president
No Student Input
On Housing Costs

In recent weeks I have made numerous references to the $66 increase in the cost of renting a room in the dormitories. I have made my remarks, some innuendo and half truths, to dramatize one stunning fact and that is that no student input is sought when budgets, involving student monies, are made or discussed. This situation is not new; it is the rule, the exception in all of the areas of the campus.

Aside from the fact that the Housing Office recently remodelled its offices without asking the students if it was OK to use their money to do so, the administrators of the University Center have made virtually no attempt to consult with the students over the proposed purchase of capital items, which will be paid for by the students, in the new addition to the University Center. Certainly not since my administration took office, we have never even been given a print out of spending to date let alone any opinions as to what next year’s budget should be.

It should be pointed out however that the chancellor has given virtually total control over the areas of student activities to the student government which has annual review of each organization’s budget. I would stand on the administration and past record of the organization using student activity funds to operate their programs to submit that students have acted more responsibly than many administrators have using our money. Student Government for instance operates under an annual budget of $3500. From this sum we pay the salaries of four people and all the expenses for the activities to the student government which has annual review during the week because of the after hour study area. On the weekends, the hours should be extended, especially on Sundays when it doesn’t open till 2 p.m.

KATHY FLEMISHEK
Sophomore
The hours are suitable during the week because of the after hour study area. On the weekends, the hours should be extended, especially on Sundays when it doesn’t open till 2 p.m.

Questions of the week:
What do you think of the present hours of the Learning Resources Center?
1. Would you like to see them changed?
2. What would you like to see them changed to?
3. What are your reasons?

GREG RUSSEL
Senior
It is my opinion that the LRC should be available to all the students to a greater degree. I myself use the library and the 10 p.m. curfew interrupts my work. I question the hours that the Union is open compared to the library. If the library is less important then the Union, perhaps the school should be reevaluated.

DAN CAHILL
Freshman
I am satisfied with the present library hours. I use the library facilities often, and it’s open when I need to study there. The only change I would like to see opened earlier on Sunday. Many times I’ve needed the library on Sunday, and wait till 2 p.m. ruins half the day.

RITA M. BRAYER
Special
I think the present hours for the majority of people are quite adequate. For myself though, the only day I’d like to see changed is Sunday, from the present 2 p.m. to maybe 10 a.m. –as I work full-time from 2:30-11:15 p.m.

Impeachment Rally
A public protest over policies of President Nixon, particularly his firing of Special Watergate Prosecutor Archibald Cox and scandals surrounding the national administration, is scheduled for 10 a.m. Saturday in front of the Stevenson Point Post Office.

The event will be sponsored by the Portage County Democratic Party. It is open to the UWSP faculty and student body.

words
on contentment
There is a silence born of love which expresses everything.
(Count Vittorio Alfiero)
on discovery
It is possible to see changed.
(unknown)
on the tree
If man were perfect...
For man is the trunk...
While woman’s the blossom...
Life is...

on objectId
The greatest unexplored area lies under your hat.
on feeling safe
Some days you might not feel safe...
Few delightful events can equal the mere presence of one whom we trust entirely.
(unknown)
on the wrongness of killing
So long as it is considered acceptable for the government to kill hundreds of thousands for no reason at all, individuals will consider it alright to kill just one person whom they hate for what they consider very much to be a very good reason.
(James Simon Kunen)

on life
Life is like a beaver colony one day, and after another
(Doctator’s Wall)
Peace within you...and hopefully soon within the world also.
Doremus
A search and screen committee will be formed to evaluate the application and conduct a final interview position of Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs. Dr. Gordon Haferbecker, the vice chancellor, will resign in the spring.

The chancellor requested that the faculty make a recommendation for the structure of the committee. He further instructed the recommendation be in conjunction with his philosophy of shared governance between students and faculty.

Faculty Senate passed a recommendation, Oct. 11, that called for a committee with seven members, one of which is to be a student.

Student President Jim Hamilton said that he did not believe this faculty proposal represented a true sharing of power. Student government voted Oct. 14 to have a joint committee make up a proposal.

The committee, co-chaired by Tom Mannis and Donna Simenson submitted a proposal to student government Oct. 21.

The only major difference between the student and faculty proposals, was that the student government proposal was submitted to the chancellor for consideration.

The proposal, passed by student government that night, was sent to the chancellor for consideration.

by Shirley Spittlemeister

A regent hearing to discuss the UWSP graduate program is scheduled for November 13 at the Roland Recital Hall according to the graduate program task force.

The hearing was discussed extensively at a meeting held on October 23.

The task force said that at the hearing students will be urged to express their views on how they will be affected by various graduate program cuts.

The task force stressed that none of UWSP’s graduate programs are really safe.

The audit which rated our graduate programs was only preliminary and these programs could be rated differently in the next audit.

For example, the program, communicative disorders program, which was scheduled for continuation on the first audit, could be reclassified as probationary on the next one.

Therefore, the task force urged students in all programs to become involved in the hearing.

During the three-hour meeting people will be allowed to address the regents concerning the graduate programs. Those who could occur, and those who want to participate are asked to hand in a brief to the regents.

The brief should include information for the regents on how a graduate program cut would affect them, directly, school-wide effects, course offering changes that could occur, and affect students.

It should be well organized, and have rational arguments that are consistent.

The hearing is scheduled for November 13, at the UWSP auditorium. Pat Koepke, director of the Communications Department, will present a brief.

The UW regents will stress the importance of the hearing. Some of the points that the regents will cover are:

- right rules and regulations.
- a preliminary review of state printing, the bureau said a legislative attempt to control free distribution of state publications has not been finalized.

by Tony Charles

The new residence centers, the Max von Sydow, the Herbert Krueger, 346-3223; or Kay Ruhnke, 341-880. Also, the chancellor’s office, Mr. Vickerstaff’s office or the student government office.

The Magician will be on campus, Tues., Oct. 30th.

A window painting contest will also be run. Each wing of DeBot with a Halloween scene. Paint will be supplied, but those interested must register two days before the student manager. The painting can begin the afternoon of Oct. 29. A free dinner at a local restaurant will be awarded to the winner of the best painting.

Movies will be shown to the students. A Vincent Price double feature of “House of Wax” and “The Haunted Palace” will be featured.

A window painting contest will also be run. Each wing of DeBot with a Halloween scene. Paint will be supplied, but those interested must register two days before the student manager. The painting can begin the afternoon of Oct. 29. A free dinner at a local restaurant will be awarded to the winner of the best painting.

Movies will be shown to the students. A Vincent Price double feature of “House of Wax” and “The Haunted Palace” will be featured.

Residence Centers Plan Halloween Featilities
Organizations Fail To File Papers

by Gary Schmidtke

Every fall, each student organization must file papers of reorganization, said Gary Winters, student body vice president.

These papers were due Oct. 1, 1973. As of October 17, approximately 33 organizations had not turned in their material, he said. "A reason some of these groups did not get their papers in was that new officers did not check their boxes in the University Center," Winters said that some of the groups are no longer active. Organizations that turned in their material late were deactivated until they turned it in.

One of the purposes for filing these papers is to determine which organizations are no longer active, said Winters. Another purpose is to obtain a financial statement. Some groups in the past have disqualified themselves on the paper in order for handling their accounts. A statement of purpose must be included, in make sure the group is doing what it is doing. An important purpose is to provide a current list of officers for the organizational directory. The list is provided to all organizations to help get in contact with officers of other organizations.

Winters said that organizations which do not file these papers lose the use of university facilities, representation in the Student Assembly and allocations from the student government. Organizations which haven't filed yet should get the papers in as soon as possible.

Applications are now being accepted for next semester's programs abroad in Britain and the Far East, according to Director of International Programs, Pauline Isaason.

Miss Isaason said that the foreign exchange program is on the intellectual and academic, with individual counseling for students interested in course work, experimentation and adaptation to individual student needs are also stressed.

Miss Isaason said students who are interested in becoming a member of either program should call 346-2575 or come to 113 Main Building for information and the application form. The semester in Britain will have 49 students, and the semester in the Far East will have 20.

Loans Have $25 Limit

Any student who needs some type of financial help can qualify for an emergency loan. The Emergency Loan Program, associated with Financial Aids, has a flexible system set up for the convenience and assistance of students in need.

Until recently there was no definite limit to the amount of money to be used for an emergency loan, but now $25 will be the maximum amount given to an individual. This cut-back resulted from school students a few weeks sooner than usual, when financial aid money was unavailable. Students receiving financial aid had to be given the emergency loan money leaving a shortage of funds for the students applying for loans. However, most of the financial aids have come in, so for a month the $25 maximum on loans will be lifted.

The University Foundation has provided the Financial Aids Office with a gift of $25,000 to be used for loans. The money is simultaneously given out for students who applied for loans, and returned by students repaying loans. By this process money is constantly in circulation. In order to get an emergency loan, a student must have substantial proof of how and when he is planning to repay the money he has borrowed. Reasons involved with applying for a loan vary from money needed in buying school books to medical fees.

Chilsen won't give up

MADISON—Senator Walter John Chilsen (R-Wausau) said he will not give up trying to cut legislative and executive salary increases resulting from the controversial budget bill. Chilsen introduced his own bill to reduce pay raises, despite the defeat of two similar bills by the Joint Finance Committee last week. The four bills, which had the same provisions were each defeated by an 8-4 vote of Joint Finance. The committee opposed the cut and all Republicans supported it.

Women's Week At UWSP

The UWSP Panhellenic Council will be sponsoring Women's Week (October 29-31) through 31. Speakers and movies on various aspects of women will be featured in the Wright Lounge of the University Center starting at 7 p.m. each night.

Women's Week begins Sunday with a lecture by Dr. Hettler of the German (Natural Resources) Program, associated with emergency loan, a student- available to women, and how money is constantly in circulation. In order to get an emergency loan, a student must have substantial proof of how and when he is planning to repay the money he has borrowed. Reasons involved with applying for a loan vary from money needed in buying school books to medical fees.
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UWSP Student urges impeachment of Nixon

UWSP Students: In light of recent events in Washington concerning President Nixon, a new committee has been formed on campus called, "UWSP Committee for the Impeachment of the President." Joseph Sienkiewicz is the Chairman and Richard Christofferson is the Co-chairman. Petitions are circulating around campus which will be mailed to Congressman Obey. The petitions read as follows:

I urge the President and Richard Committee for the Impeachment of President Nixon.

Joseph Sienkiewicz
President Nixon a new impeachment of President.

The petitions read as follows:
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New student organization

To the UWSP Students:

There is a new student organization on campus. Various students interested in history have formed this club. The name of this organization is the Historical Discourse Society, formerly known as the History Club.

The purpose of this organization is to encourage the study and discussion of history, folklore, and related topics of all sorts. In the past we have presented programs on the Philosophy of History and on the Assassination of President Kennedy. We plan to continue with programs of that sort, and would like very much to feature student's work.

Membership in this organization is open to anyone so long as they have an interest in history, student and non-student equally. If you are interested in joining the society, contact Bert Olson, 207 Pray Hall, telephone 346-3129. If you have a paper you would like to present, or have any ideas for future programs, contact Bruce Beaman, 1417 Main Street, telephone 344-0795.

Bert Olson, Chairperson

Cypriots Not Bulgarians

Dear Sir:

In the World Series article by Burke, Wave' and Stuff, your erstwhile trio of writers resorted to the common form of racial slurring. If I may quote, they said, "Please don't watch some Bulgarian refugee attempt field goals."

I will not sit back and let them stir up the Bulgarian nation. There is not a single player in pro ball from Bulgaria. Most of the foreign soccer-style placekickers are refugees from Cyprus. I hope you stand corrected on the matter.

Furiously,

Dave Kopperud, Biology Major

Wooden chairs and tables piled in a dusty heap not only remind me of the tables provided for cleaning. Since all the guns are locked, if fire did break out, they could not be removed and would certainly be destroyed. I am sure that this would not pass inspection by the state fire marshal.

I do not feel that the move of guns from locked stations in each dorm, as last year, to the new armory was necessary. The automatic situation this way: One of the reasons high school students do not choose this university is its lack of physical attractiveness.

If you would like to be a man in business, would like to increase your income, wouldn't you like to see more students around town? Improving the beauty of the campus is bound to attract more students and keep those we already have.

A public hearing on the subject is set for December 17. That is late for the student community considering the fact that graduation is December 16.

I will try to contact the Mayor and change that date but as of the time of writing, I have not yet contacted him. My understanding of the public hearing is that one does not have to be on the agenda to speak. Anyone or everyone can say what they want on the issue.

I will let everyone know if there is a change of date for the hearing. I am concerned about the mall. My committee is concerned too and should be concerned. It is your campus and mine.

Tim Seabolt

Chairman

Community Relations Committee

Gun Rule Complaints

Mr. Leffgren;

As a student living in a resident hall, I am required to keep my guns at the Armory in the protection and security building. Several problems have occurred and I thought they should be brought to your attention.

First, my hunting time is in the afternoon. The Armory is not open then and I wish to use my gun I find it necessary to check it out before my classes in the morning and keep it in the trunk of my car. This is a very great inconvenience and is certainly a security risk, which seems to me to make the security value of the armory nil.

Secondly, when I return my gun I find I am not required to meet with the state fire marshal.

Thirdly, in a place where oils and flammable solvents are used to clean weapons, it seems completely unsafe to have
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I will let everyone know if there is a change of date for the hearing. I am concerned about the mall. My committee is concerned too and should be concerned. It is your campus and mine.

Tim Seabolt

Chairman

Community Relations Committee
Students knock activity fee

To the Editor:
Last year there was a small minority of students on this campus that thought that they could spend their money for their interests better than the bureaucracy could. This year that minority has grown enough to have the budget analyst at UWS, Len Sippel, explain why the student activity fee has to be mandatory. According to the Pointer article in the Oct. 4 issue, "the student activity fee is mandatory because athletics, health services, and student activities are considered vital aspects of a student's education," and, "if the fee were not mandatory many students would not pay."

Obviously, if indeed these activities are vital, the fee would not have to be mandatory because a student could clearly see what activities were vital to his interests and he would pay for them. However, under the present mandatory fee system, a particular student considers buying new cheerleader's uniforms, or supporting an athletic team, completely unnecessary—not vital to his interests—he has little choice as to whether or not he wants to support them. Len Sippel and the student activities board say to the student that they are looking after his welfare; since the student believes his buy cheerleader's uniforms he does not know what is vital to his interests, he is ignorant. Of course the uniforms are vital, otherwise there would not be a mandatory fee. If it wasn't mandatory, this student, out of ignorance, might not help buy the uniforms and he would not be supporting something vital to him.

We feel that this mandatory student activity fee is nothing more than a legalized form of stealing. Money is taken from students for a cause they have neither asked for, nor consented to. Such a fee cannot be entirely voluntary, for the student is coerced into supporting something he doesn't want. How is he supposed to know if his welfare will be taken care of by his student activities fees? His student activities fees are being taken from his pocket and if he doesn't support them he is ignorant. Of course, at least he might be ignorant of his own social life on campus, but the student activities board is not being paranoid about that; they are concerned about his welfare.

If a student wishes to go to one of the Student Activity Board functions, he could pay the full price and have the satisfaction of knowing that he did not steal from somebody else for the purpose of his enjoyment. Although not meeting the ideal, this compromise might at least be a partial victory over those people who regard themselves as experts in the affairs of other people as opposed to those people who regard themselves as experts over their own affairs. John R. Lewinski

Steve C. Bartel

Erica Carle Again!

To the Editor:
Since Dr. Maahs has used my name in a communication to the Pointer, I will use his. He in­vited Erica Carle to speak on the campus, then belittled her for fifteen minutes in front of a large group of people—letting her speak. It is indeed ironic, if, after that, students showed restraint and broadmindedness. My purpose in writing this letter is to insist on courtesy to all of our speakers, something Erica Carle didn't get.

William H. Clements
Director of Institutional Research and Studies

Migrants need help

UWS Students:
Do you know what it is to live with 10 people in a rundown 1½ room? I am sharing one chicken coup for all winter?
A migrant family is faced with this situation unless you can share a little of your time and effort.

There are some people from "Point" who have tried to help them build a decent home—but THEY NEED YOUR HELP.
Call U.C.M. (United Christian Movement) 346-4488 this week to let them know you are coming so they can make arrangements for vehicles.
Please bring a hammer if you have one but at least bring your body (experience not necessary) this Saturday. We are meeting at U.C.M. 1123 Fremont St. (across from Student Services) 7:30 a.m. and returning around supper time. Yours in brotherhood.

Joseph Sienkiewicz

Letters to the editor must be signed, typewritten and doublespaced. The POINTER will withhold names from publication upon request. Letters should be limited to no more than 300 words in length. The editor reserves the right to edit all letters. The deadline is Monday noon.

Opposes Military Thinking

Dear Readers:
A letter written by Lt. John Schiess-USANG entitled, "Profanity not appreciated," appeared in the October 4th, 1973 edition of the Pointer. In his letter he complained vehemently about alleged misconduct of a student at the UWS vs. Whitewater football game. Profanity was used and seemed to be accepted by the crowd according to Lt. Schiess. The following is a quote from his letter:
"Many people complained about the atrocities in Vietnam. I was fortunate enough to never be associated with any for in my mind the conduct of this student as well as the reaction of the crowd to his conduct is the greatest atrocity of all...It makes one wonder if this country is really worth serving, much less dying for."

Since the scope of atrocities seems to be beyond Lt. Schiess' bailiwick I would like to place them in their proper perspective. Any rational being of average intelligence must realize that a four letter word is non existent which can inflict the grave damage equal to that of a B-52 or napalm. One needs only to look at a child after an American napalm holocaust.

The Lieutenant should take time to study his values, for somewhere along the line they were misguided. The military certainly does strange things to one's mind! It is my opinion that if the military establishment wishes to justify atrocities, their modus operandi had better differ from Lt. Schiess'. Furthermore it is I, and others like myself, not Lt. Schiess, who should question why people such as he are serving this country. One can readily understand the overwhelming contempt felt toward the military establishment. Why not question why "Law and Order" people like John Mitchell, tricky Dick and Spiro are all in hot water? Don't forget our beloved Melvin Laird who falsified, at the President's request Pentagon reports pertaining to bombing in Cambodia. It's too bad that no radical long hairs have been accused in the Watergate case, for now you will have to fabricate an excuse. If this letter appears to be written by someone who deplores the philosophies of the John Pauls of the world, then it achieved its purpose.

Most enraged,
Joseph Sienkiewicz

OPEN TILL 1:00 AM
2:00 AM WEEKENDS

DOUBLE CHEESEBURGER
Twin Super Delicious
2 patties, each topped with a tangy slice of cheddar cheese.
only at

BOOBY TRAPS
$6.00 a set
Trump Traps
$7.00 a set

Erzinger's Alley Kat Shop
Gary Starzinski was unable to hang on to the football in this face-up. John Nevins recovered the Superior fumble at the Yellowjacket's 19-yard line.

Pepinski Given Scholarship

Joe Pepinski, a member of the UWSP football team, became the first recipient of the Eddie Kotal Scholarship Award during the homecoming festivities Saturday, October 13. UWSP honored Kotal last year for his guidance as an athletic director and catcher at the school between 1931 and 1942. "The Builder of Champions" was inducted into the Pointers' Hall of Fame and the entire 1972 Homecoming was dedicated to him.

Kotal died unexpectedly January 28. For this reason, this year's first annual presentation was unique. It was made possible by the players, friends and fans who celebrated Kotal's efforts and who contributed to the fund at last year's homecoming activities.

Pepinski received $100 from interest generated during the past year from the $2000 fund. The 1973 recipient meets standards which Kotal's players were known for, that is, character and promise.

Harriers Win Dual Meet

by Jim Frisch

The UWSP cross-country team had a good day at Superior on Saturday with a dual meet won by Stevens Point. The UWSP harriers defeated both teams by tapping Stout 31 to 28. Superior forfeited their part of the meet.

Jim McFadden of Stout was first with a time of 25:37, and Don Trehlahowski of Point was second, only a few seconds behind. Gerhart of Stout was third and Sandstrom also from Stout was fourth.

The next 10 runners were from Point.

Joe Young, a freshman, was fifth in the meet and the second place runner for Point. Joe was also the Pointer runner of the week because of his outstanding running in the previous meets. In this meet he was only 13 seconds out of first.

Rick Zaborski was sixth in the meet and the third Pointer runner. Ed Elger was the seventh runner in the meet and fourth from Point. Dowell was the eighth on the finish line and fifth for the Pointer squad. Gammeth and Hopenberger were six and seven men respectively for the Pointer team.

The top four runners from the Pointer squad were only thirty seconds apart.

This Saturday, the Pointer runners will be up against a very tough team from the South - Whitewater. Coach Amiot feels that everyone must have a good race. Without a good race this week the team won't be ready for the conference meet in November. The team must prove themselves in the next few weeks tough and a good attitude. They must be able to run in the top ten runners and place at least five of seven runners at the away meets, said Amiot. When the team is at home, they should have the entire team place in the meet.
Superpickers barely miss perfect week

by Joe Burke, Tim Sullivan and Mike Haberman

Don’t look now, but the Superpickers, along with the Vikings and Rams, are currently the hottest team in pro football. The Superpickers hit the jackpots in Week 6 by correctly forecasting 10 of the 12 games played last Sunday. The remaining game, Oakland against Denver, was a Monday Night tossup and couldn’t be immediately computed.

The only two Superpicker losses occurred not so tough teams from the over-rated “black and blue” division. The Lions, once a cellar division powerhouse, thoroughly managed to infuriate the usually mild-mannered Superpickers. Whereas the Superpickers were willing to forgive Detroit for their lousy loss to the Saints two weeks ago, the Lions turned around and made fools out of us again by losing to the lowly Colts. We’ve lost all patience with the Lions, so we will be sending Pete Razzle a letter requesting that he ship the whole damn Detroit team to the Canadian League so those jerks can finally find somebody that they can beat. We’ve had it with those boys!

While the Lions are at it, they might as well take the Bears along with them in the big black and blue Canadian migration. Chicago’s non-existing offense is now a big joke around the league. When Bobby Douglas runs, someone gets nailed for a holding penalty. When Carl Garrett runs, someone bobbles into him and he fumbles. When Harrison runs, he bums into Detroit and falls down. Naturally, the ends play their little game too. The only Detroit home game to get by at Douglas for not passing and therefore fix him by blocking anyone. When Douglas does throw, they drop his passes, which usually are about two a game. If they’re open and Douglas still runs, they try to clip someone. No wonder the Patriots beat Chicago. It’s a waste of time to watch the weekly Abe Lincoln Show, since he shows the same thing every week.

The only two Superpicker losses occurred not so tough teams from the over-rated “black and blue” division. The Lions, once a cellar division powerhouse, thoroughly managed to infuriate the usually mild-mannered Superpickers. Whereas the Superpickers were willing to forgive Detroit for their lousy loss to the Saints two weeks ago, the Lions turned around and made fools out of us again by losing to the lowly Colts. We’ve lost all patience with the Lions, so we will be sending Pete Razzle a letter requesting that he ship the whole damn Detroit team to the Canadian League so those jerks can finally find somebody that they can beat. We’ve had it with those boys!

While the Lions are at it, they might as well take the Bears along with them in the big black and blue Canadian migration. Chicago’s non-existing offense is now a big joke around the league. When Bobby Douglas runs, someone gets nailed for a holding penalty. When Carl Garrett runs, someone bobbles into him and he fumbles. When Harrison runs, he bums into Detroit and falls down. Naturally, the ends play their little game too. The only Detroit home game to get by at Douglas for not passing and therefore fix him by blocking anyone. When Douglas does throw, they drop his passes, which usually are about two a game. If they’re open and Douglas still runs, they try to clip someone. No wonder the Patriots beat Chicago. It’s a waste of time to watch the weekly Abe Lincoln Show, since he shows the same thing every week.

Here are our selections for Week 7:

RAMS OVER VIKINGS - One of the unbeatens has to fall. How do you choose between Page-Olsen, Tarkenton-Gilliam, Jackson-Foreman, Bertelsen-Easy? You look for Jack Snow to cut Paul Krause once for the game winner. Rams by 6. Although Denver and Dallas might get loose a few times to give Ted Cox a chance to make the game closer.

MIAMI OVER NEW ENGLAND - The fans might as well stay for the opening coin flip and then go home, because this game is over before it starts. Dolphins by 29.

CLEVELAND OVER CHARGERS - The reason Cleveland never gets past the division championship or wild card berths is because the Browns only get to the playoffs by beating teams like San Diego, Browns by 13 as they breeze through an easy schedule.

REDSKINS OVER NEW ORLEANS - Why either team bothers practicing for this game is beyond us. Washington by 21.

FALCONS AGAINST 49ERS - The weekly tossup. Sullivan goes with the Falcons, because they’ve been destroying people lately and shouldn’t stop now. Haberman takes Frisco, although Gene Washington is out with a broken leg. Because the 49ers also looked good in their 40 point win last week.

This was a dangerous week to predict, but we know when we’re hot, so you better go with us.

Parking: 10 AM - 9 PM
Food: 11 AM - 9 PM
Bottles: 7 AM - 10 PM
Sports Bar & Grill
2000 Church St.
WNY 51 STEVENS POINT

Green Bay over Detroit
From what we saw on the tube, Buchanan is out -Himes injured a knee, and Tom Brookshier is abruptly retired. Detroit definitely is not 100 percent healthwise yet. All of this and still the quarterback problem. So what? The Lions are injured too, and we happen to think the remaining healthy Raider players are better than the remaining Lions, healthy or not. The Pack will win, and by a touchdown no less.

Chicago over Houston
-ouch! For two cents we’d just go with the Falcons, because they’ve been destroying people lately and shouldn’t stop now. Haberman takes Frisco, although Gene Washington is out with a broken leg. Because the 49ers also looked good in their 40 point win last week.

This was a dangerous week to predict, but we know when we’re hot, so you better go with us.
Ruffed Grouse Kill Down

by Dennis Cox

Wisconsin’s ruffed grouse season, now about to enter its fifth week, has confirmed, by now what many authorities were predicting — that birds would not be nearly as plentiful this season as they have in recent years. Though concurring this, the DNR points to the fact that this is a decline from record population peaks so that comparatively this season must still be seen as a relatively good one. Yet, with leaves still on the trees to mask their getaway, grouse remain a tough challenge. Right now it seems a good idea to hunt the more open covers. Even though “pats” may not be as numerous in these areas, the increased visibility should give the hunter more of a chance to place his shot pattern where it will do the most good, as it seemed last Friday when this reporter managed to bring a pair of birds down in a cover that looked too open to have held any birds at all.

The second part of Wisconsin’s split duck hunting season opened last Saturday, preliminary reports indicating that hunter success has only been fair to date. Despite this, the DNR personnel remain enthusiastic about what they feel the split season has accomplished. Instead of the local ducks becoming “burnt off” because of intensive and sustained hunting pressure, the five day closed period has had the effect of allowing the ducks to settle down and resume normal feeding patterns.

Mead Public Hunting Grounds remains an excellent spot for these local ducks though it is only during the week when the “scapegoats” are gone and hunting pressure is down that the best shooting can be had. Later, as the northern flights start to show up, the shooting should be even better.

The state’s deer hunting season, though still over a month away, is already being anticipated now as a marked improvement over last year’s. A mild winter and lack of substantial snow cover is cited by the DNR as a key factor in the increase. If the state can provide one or two more such winters the population peaks of the last sixties should be easily equaled, despite a loss of habitat.

Women’s Net Team Defeats Lawrence

The UWSP Women’s Tennis Team scored 5-0 in matches played at Appleton on Tuesday. The number one singles competition was won by Natalie Andrews of Wausau, 6-3, 6-4. Kim Fisher of Stevens Point won the number two singles’ match 5-7, 7-6, 7-5 and Cindy Saito and Kobishop winning 5-7, 6-3, 6-0; the number two team of Sue Anderson of Neenah and Ruth Hirtner of Stevens Point was a 6-7, 6-3, 6-2 victor.

IN INTRAMURAL ACTION

STG Knocks Off Vets

by Jim Haberk

Sigma Tau Gamma, sometimes known as STG, should probably change its name to Simply Too Good! In playoff action among the top teams, STG finished off the highly respected Vets, 24-8. Soon after, their famed defense stiffened the Independents 22-0. STG broke open the Vets game in the second half, but controlled the entire Independents contest. Jake Hefner crushed opposition defenses with 3 touchdowns in both halves, but sustained hunting pressure, the right to meet STG through the 4th Avenue Express had gained a berth among the top eight teams by triumph or defeat the SS Squad 22-0. SS

By Don Philippiet

The UWSP Women’s Tennis Team scored 5-0 in matches played at Appleton on Tuesday. The number one singles competition was won by Natalie Andrews of Wausau, 6-3, 6-4. Kim Fisher of Stevens Point won the number two singles’ match 5-7, 7-6, 7-5 and Cindy Saito and Kobishop winning 5-7, 6-3, 6-0; the number two team of Sue Anderson of Neenah and Ruth Hirtner of Stevens Point was a 6-7, 6-3, 6-2 victor.